
SERVANE
MOUAZAN

Servane Mouazan is more than just an expert explorer in social innovation and
entrepreneurship. She helps Impact Leaders and Investors navigate transitions and adapt to
changing times, by turning insights into positive, and impactful action.
For the past 23 years, she has been a tireless advocate, an ecosystem builder, and an award-
winning enabler for leaders and organisations that make a positive and compassionate
change in the world.
Past clients have praised her for her consistent focus, her infectious commitment, and her
ability to connect with audiences through empathy, independent thinking, and foresight

W H A T  P E O P L E  S A YM O S T  P O P U L A R  T A L K S

The Truth about Women-Led Social
Entrepreneurship
Overcoming a Culture of Conflict
Developing Collective Wisdom: A Mindset
for Social Innovation
How to Show Up as an Impact Investor
Navigating Transitions for Good Business
Leaders 
Time to Think: Experiment Generative
Futures-Thinking

"I am always amazed at Servane's energy, creativity
and enthusiasm. She is making a huge difference in
the world by empowering others to make changes on
a scale that's right for them. She provides them with
the tools, access to others and the self-confidence to
nudge things forward or take massive leaps! "
~J. Swift,  Chair of BT's Executive Women's Network

hello@servanemouazan.co.uk
+44(0)7932982379
servanemouazan.co.uk
linkedin.com/in/servanemouazan/

C O N S C I O U S  I N N O V A T I O N

You Help us Imagine & Find the
Courage to Turn Ideas into Action!

"Servane led an inspiring online session on how to
prepare for investment with women entrepreneurs
and professionals in the Mentoring Women in Business
programme from around the world. She is a talented,
inspiring speaker whose energy comes right through
the screen. Her session and briefing on social
entrepreneurship and investing were tremendously
useful for our programme participants."
~ CEO Cherie Blair Foundation for Women

C O N T A C T

Podcast: "Be and Think in the House of Trust"

O F F E R I N G

20 min address or Q&As
30-90 min keynote or workshop
Half-day  / 1 day masterclass
Online or in person


